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Article abstract
Margaret Atwood's novel Alias Grace, by exploring the story of Grace Marks
through an authorial mosaic that includes multiple characters' points of view,
as well as journal entries, letters, and other bits of prose and journalism
relevant to her trial, invites a reading through the lens of Bakhtin's theory of
heteroglossia. In particular, various objects throughout Alias Grace provide
instances of heteroglossic intersection, especially during the exchanges
between Grace and Dr. Jordan and over the course of her trial. The irresolution
created by competing systems of coding in these instances corresponds to what
some have labelled Atwood's use of "feminist-dialogic" speech as a resistant
language mode. This frustrated speech and the concept of heteroglossia allow
for readings of objects within the novel as both closed and opened, ultimately
offering a multiplicity of readings that creates a text as unbounded as the main
character.
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